
Erskine Well Intervention success story
Background
The 2017 well services campaign on the Chevron-operated Erskine platform, was the culmination of years of work and involved the dedication of the Erskine team, Chevron well 
services, Base Business Operations Support and business partners Altus, Welltec, GE Vetco and Halliburton. The Erskine NUI (normally unmanned installation) has a maximum 
capacity of just 12 people on board which makes labour intensive well interventions a major undertaking. After 3 years of unsuccessful attempts to remove scale and replace key down-
hole equipment the cross functional team knew that they needed to take all the learnings from these previous work scopes but also think outside the box to ensure that the 2017 
campaign was a success. 

Details
The well-services work required Erskine to be manned over a 55-day period, which was split into a 14 and 41-day campaign from April to June 2017.  With limited facilities on the 
platform and a maximum of 12 people on board, including the five-emergency response team core crew, it only allowed for seven other crew members to carry out the complicated, and 
labour intensive work.  Specialised equipment required for the wireline mast interventions meant deck space was limited so team work and collaboration were key to a successful 
outcome.
The safety valve, located some 730 feet below surface, is critical to platform.  This work is usually straight forward, but the hard scale produced on Erskine had built up to such an 
extent the internal diameter of the tubing had decreased significantly. This made it impossible to pull the safety value to surface using the usual techniques.
Chevron decided on a new approach- to use tools that had been trialed onshore, but new to the market and not used downhole before.  These included an expandable mill, which 
allowed the intervention crew to pass through a narrow restriction at surface then out into the tubing where it was opened-up.  This enabled a larger hole to be drilled in the wider tubing 
diameter, removing the scale restriction - making it possible to recover the safety valve without issue.
With the valve successfully recovered, downhole well-data logging was then carried out, followed by the setting of plugs in the well - necessary barriers to allow the change-out of the 
lower manual master valve and the replacement of a Pacson valve, which is used to control pressure to the safety valve.  Work on a further two wells included the replacement of the 
storm choke valves, down hole safety valves controlled by pressure, and well-data logging.  This was all carried out safely and successfully, eliminating three significant well-
anomalies, allowing the wells to return to full integrity.

Outcome
By working as a collaborative group with a common goal,  three complex work scopes and key integrity anomalies were completed safely and 
successfully in just 55 days, utilising new technology and avoiding the need for a costly coiled tubing campaign that could have cost millions of 
pounds.
This successful way of working is now the base case for future intervention operations which hugely increases the efficiency of the limited time 
allowed on the platform. Valuable lessons learned from this operation that will assist Chevron and partners in future planning of all work scopes 
not just interventions and have been shared with the Lean Sigma team. 
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